
Monty; "Not sure I follow." 



kicking up (a fuss5 a storm. 



There ought to be something a person could do about his own behavior, 

aren’t 
that easy, though. You weren’t you unless there’s some kind of track 

Too many ways to be a fool 

foul up 

It wasn t 
A 

you cut,,. 



If this was a free ride, the next time he!d walk 



"I figure it this way#
n 

• * • 



jackpot, as in hitting the... (use w/ the sheep deal?) 

(We sometimes used it ironically, oppositely: 
"Got ourselves in a real jackpot” when stuck in 
a mudhole or having other bad luck, for instance.) 

"Hit the jackpot, has he?” (KKK member to -^olph) 

- A/AX 



Monty abt homesteading: 

"Major, if those people weren’t betting, I don’t know what they were doing, 

—or give this to Monty as a thought ±n when he’s first in Susan’s kitchen 



Money talks, bullshit walks, and small change rides the trolley 

—one of those blues they moaned at the Zanzibar* 



Monty: 

He was a grown man, not precisely a young man any more either, and to be ordered 

around like...(by Susan). 



U/bJXj 
You (alwaysj had to know what kind of look you could give a person# 



(Monty) 

He wished—no, he intended—that (00 would happen) 



heart thundering 

Afy* h (T> gojfo ^ 
©A d$Jk&\ ^ r 

^jXxJ u* 
eftJ!r^~ tfK ? 



Monty: 

,rWhat Is Lt all you people want from me?" 



one-ton women (pun on Canton)—lead me to them, I'm ready to be avalanched under that, 



(Hugh thinks?) Just what this family needs, another sassy&ss woman 
A 



Monty: 

"This isn’t any too much fun." (when he’s in a fix of some sort, possibly blizzard) 



DARE, II, 6U 

dicty: stuck-up, highfalutin person 

"Don’t go dicty on me." 



"Makes life interesting." 



Monty’s voice 

mooch along in this world 







Jean Toomer book(s)? 



...a Negro mate came in and hollered, "Get out, or 1*11 curry your heads with 

a stick." 

(Palmer transcript, p. 2) 



to see the light 



nowadays 



at that. (i.e#, at some job or profession) 

How much can I make at that? 



It’s a funny thing about,.. 



pins (legs) 



Gordon tape 

That’s the consolation of never hoarding any money. 

'AT/ i A 



hoodoo 



every little thing 



uGet all my spotted horses together# 
11 (i.e., gathering up stuff) 
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